Abstract. Let H be a subgroup of the free abelian group G. In order for there to exist a basis {*,},6/ of G for which H = ®ieI (n¡Xj) for suitable nonnegative integers n¡, it is obviously necessary for G/H to be a direct sum of cyclic groups. In the 1950's, Kaplansky raised the question of whether this condition on G/H is sufficient for the existence of such a basis. J. Cohen and H. Gluck demonstrated in 1970 that the answer is "yes"; their result is known as the stacked bases theorem, and it extends the classical and well-known invariant factor theorem for finitely generated abelian groups. In this paper, we develop a theory that contains and, in fact, generalizes in several directions the stacked bases theorem. Our work includes a complete classification, using numerical invariants, of the various free resolutions of any abelian group.
Introduction
Let A be an arbitrary additively written abelian group, and consider two free resolutions (1) 0->H-+G->A-*0, (l') 0^H'^Cf^A-*0 where r/-»G and H' -► Gf denote the inclusion maps of H and H', respectively, in the free abelian groups G and Gf . We say that ( 1 ) and ( 1 ' ) are equivalent provided there exists an isomorphism n: G -► Gr such that n(H) = H'.
The problem of giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the free resolutions (1) and (1 ' ) to be equivalent has gone unsolved now for nearly thirty years (see Problem 36 in [4] ). Indeed, heretofore, there seems to have been no real progress on this problem beyond a solution in the special case where A is assumed to be torsion free [3] and the classically known facts covering the case where A is finitely generated. Furthermore, these two special cases provide no insight into the general solution. For example, in the first instance, the obvious necessary condition rank(//) = rank(//') actually suffices for the equivalence of (1) and (1 ' ). The general solution for arbitrary A involves the introduction of a countable number of cardinal invariants associated with the free resolution (1) . If p is a prime and if C is a p-bounded abelian group (that is, pC = 0), then dim(C) will denote the dimension, possibly transfinite, of C as a vector space over the field Z/pZ. The new invariants required to resolve the equivalence problem are the cardinal numbers S(p) = dim(tf+gG) where p ranges over the set of all rational primes. Theorem 1.1. The free resolutions (1) and (l1) of the abelian group A are equivalent if and only if for each prime p, (2) dim I---1 = dim (-#9-T hat condition (2) is necessary for the equivalence of (1) and (l') is, of course, trivial. The next section will be devoted to the proof that (2) does indeed imply (1) and (l') are equivalent. We shall first, however, consider some of the simpler consequences of Theorem 1.1. Corollary 1.2. If A is an infinite abelian group and if both rank(C7) and rank(Gf) are strictly greater than \A\, Then (I) and (l') are equivalent if and only if rank(//) = rank(//').
Proof In general, rank(C) = dim(G/pG) and A/pA £ G/(H + pG). Therefore we have (3) rank(G) = dim (H+¿G\ + dim(A/pA).
In case rank(G) > \A\ > N0, we clearly have rank(//) = rank(C) > dim(A/pA). Thus, dim(ffp^G) = rank(//) for all primes p, and the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.1.
For an infinite group A, Corollary 1.2 makes it clear that it is only when rank(G) = \A\ that our new invariants are required. But rank(CT) = \A\ tends to be the rule, not the exception; see Corollary 1.3. Even though our next corollary can be established by an elementary argument, the short proof we give below serves as a nice example of a dominant theme in the theory of abelian groups, namely, the interplay between uniqueness and existence theorems. The uniqueness theorem here is Theorem 1.1. Corollary 1.3. If rank(G) > \A\ > N0 in the free resolution (I), then there exists a direct decomposition G = GX®G2 with rank(t7j) = \A\ and G2ç H.
Proof. Certainly there is a free group Grx , with rank^) = \A\, and G'x/H'x = A for some subgroup H'x. Now take d = dx®F and H' = H'X@F where F = G. Then if (l') is the free resolution of A arising from the particular choice of d and H', Corollary 1.2 tells us that (1) and (l') are equivalent since clearly rank(H') = rank(F) = rank(tf). Finally, take C?, = 7r"1(C?'1) and G2 = n~x(F) where n is any isomorphism of G onto d with n(H) = H'.
Our next result includes Erdös' theorem [3] and illustrates the effect the structure of A can have on the permissible values of the invariants dim(//^G). Corollary 1.4. If A is torsion free or divisible, then (1) and (l') are equivalent if and only if rank(/7) = rank(//').
Proof. If A is torsion free, then HnpG = pH and dim(^£) = dim(H/pH) = rank(//) for all primes p. If A is divisible, then H + pG = G and dim(^2) = dim(G/pG) = rank(CT). But since, in general, rank(Ö) > rank(/7) = dim(H/pH) > dim ( H j = dim we also have dim(//t^G) = rank(//) for all primes p when A = G/H is divisible.
The following striking but simple consequence of Theorem 1.1 was apparently unknown heretofore. Corollary 1.5. If A is a nonzero divisible group in (I), then H contains an infinite rank direct summand of G.
Proof. Since A is infinite and contains no nontrivial free direct summand, rank(Zi') = rank(G) > N0 . Let (l') be the free resolution of A that arises from taking d = G® G and H' = G® H. Then Corollary 1.4 implies that (1) and (l') are equivalent. Therefore, just as in the proof of Corollary 1.3, we can exploit the equivalence of (1) and (l') to argue that H contains a direct summand Gx of G with rank^) = rank(CT).
There are, of course, other instances where the structure of A is such that one is led to the same conclusion as in Corollary 1.4 regarding the equivalence of free resolutions. As one further such example, we offer the following result. Corollary 1.6. If A is a primary abelian group containing a basic subgroup B with \B\ < \A\, then the free resolutions (1) and (1 ) are eguivalent if and only if rank(tf) = rank(//').
Proof. Since A is infinite and contains no nontrivial free direct summand, we must have rank(//) = rank(G) > NQ in (1) . If p is not the relevant prime for the primary group A, then dim(A/pA) = 0 and therefore equation (3) above yields rank(//) = rank(C7) = dim(^^).
On the other hand, if A is p-primary then dim(A/pA) = dim(B/pB) < \A\ < rank(G), and (3) once again yields dim(^Ç) = rank(//). In summary, dim(^^) = rank(H) for all primes p and thus the corollary follows from Theorem 1.1.
All the preceding corollaries notwithstanding, there certainly exist many groups A for which the condition rank(//) = rank(iT') does not suffice for (1) and (l') to be equivalent. In fact, once our new invariants have been identified, the necessity of their preservation in Theorem 1.1 already serves as adequate inspiration for the construction of an example that defeats a previously suggested sufficient condition for the equivalence of free resolutions (see Problem 36 in [4] ). This example appears in the proof of our final corollary in this section to Theorem 1.1. CHf) Corollary 1.7. Let rank(//) = rank(H') in (1) and (l1), and suppose furthermore that the following condition is satisfied: If H contains a direct summand K of G, then H' contains a direct summand K' of d with rank(Ä"') = ranV.(K), and vice versa. Then (1) and (l1) need not necessarily be equivalent.
Proof. Let G = Gx ® G2 where both Gx and G2 are free groups of rank N0, and take H = 6G, © 10<72. Next let d be another free group of rank N0 and choose H' = 30d. A quick consideration of the primary components leads to the conclusion that G/H = d/H'. Since H ç 2G and H' ç 2d, neither H nor H' can contain a nontrivial direct summand of G or d , respectively. Thus the condition in 1.7 relating to the containment of direct summands of G and d is satisfied vacuously. Nevertheless, the corresponding free resolutions (1) and (l') are not equivalent. Indeed, for p = 3, dim(^^) = H0 and dim(^)=0.
As promised above, we shall prove Theorem 1.1 in §2. In the third section, we shall use this theorem to give a new proof of the stacked bases theorem [2] . We therefore can interpret the stacked bases theorem as a special case of our theory and can now view it from a more general perspective. In §4, we provide an existence theorem delineating precisely the permissible values of the invariants ô(p) -dim(tf^G) in terms of the structure of the group A = G/H. Thus, using numerical invariants, we classify the free resolutions of any abelian group A. One striking consequence of this existence theorem is that if A is a countable reduced torsion group with infinitely many unbounded primary components, then A possesses 2N° different free resolutions ( 1 ) with rank(H) = rank(CT) = N0. Finally, in §5 we consider the problem of lifting direct decompositions of the group A to corresponding decompositions of a given free resolution of A and, in particular, establish a theorem for all infinite cardinals m that reduces to the stacked bases theorem when m = N0 .
The equivalence theorem
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.1 by stating what we might call the classical version of the stacked bases theorem (or, for those who prefer the more traditional terminology, an extended version of the invariant factor theorem). Proposition 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of the finite rank free group G. Then there exists a basis xx , ... ,xm for G and a finite sequence of nonnegative integers nx, ... ,nm such that «( | n¡., for i = 1,2, ... ,m-I and H is generated by n.x. , ... ,n x . Moreover, the n, 's are uniquely determined by the rank of H and the structure of the finitely generated group A = G/H.
Proof. For the existence of the xi 's and n¡ 's, see Lemma 15.4 in [5] . Let / and k be, respectively, the largest integers such that n¡ = 1 and nk ^ 0. Then k = rank(//) since nxxx , ... , nkxk form a basis for H, and m-k is just the torsion free rank of A = G/H. If At denotes the torsion subgroup of A , then At = (ax) ©• • • ® (as) where s = k -l and 0(a¡) \ 0(aj+x) for / = 1.s-I since 0(n;) = «/+/. But in any such direct decomposition of a finite group, the 0(a¡) 's are uniquely determined (see, for example, Exercise 12 on p. 82 of [5] ). From these observations, the final assertion of the proposition is evident. Our next preliminary result will also play an important role in §4 where we determine the permissible values of the invariants dim(tfi^G) in terms of the structure of the quotient group G/H. Proposition 2.2. If H is a subgroup of the free group G and if S is an infinite set of primes, then sH^))-»«»>• Proof For each prime p, let S(p) = dim(^±£^). Suppose that for an infinite set S of primes the alternative suppg5 ö(p) < rank(//) holds. In view of Proposition 2.1, it is clear that H cannot have finite rank because in that case there exists a p G S not relevant to G/H and consequently (H + pG)/pG = H/(H npG) = H/pH. Thus S(p) would be equal to rank(/f).
Actually, we can conclude even more from the preceding observation. Suppose that rank(//) is infinite. Given any finite rank summand Gx of G, there exists a prime p G S for which dim ((f,n^+'G')= ranking).
But the mapping ((HnGx)+pGx)/pGx -> (H+pG)/pG ismonic, so sup sô(p) must be infinite since there is no fixed bound on rank(/i n Gx ) when Gx is thought of as a variable finite rank summand of G. We have concluded that supp€SS(p) = rank(//) if rank(/7) < N0 . Finally, assume that rank(i/) > N0. If supp€5 ô(p) < rank(/í), it is clear that G = Gx ® G2 where rank(C7,) < N0sup<5(p) < rank(i/") pSS and H ç G, + pG for all p G S. This, however, is absurd since there must exist an element h = gx+ g2 in H with gx in Gx and g2^0 in G2, but the preceding condition requires that g2 G pG for all p G S. Proof. By Proposition 2.2, condition (1) implies that rank(//) = rank(//'). In case rank(7/) = rank(G) and rank(//') = rank(cT'), then the proof is complete.
Suppose, however, that rank(//) < rank(G). Then we have a direct decomposition G = Gx © G2 where H c Gx and rank(C7j) = rank(i7). This observation is, of course, trivial when rank(//) is infinite and follows from Proposition 2.1 when H has finite rank. Therefore rank(CT) = rank(//) + rank(G2) and G/H contains a free direct summand having the same rank as G2. But since G/H = d ¡H', the latter group also contains a free direct summand K! /H' with rank(K'/H1) = rank(C72). Thus K' -H'®d2 where d2 = G2 and consequently
Hence we also have rank(CT') > rank(7/) = rank(//') and, by symmetry, rank(G) > rank(G'). We conclude that rank(CT) = rank(CT'), and the proof is complete. The proof of Theorem 1.1 in the special case where H is finitely generated should now be more or less obvious. In view of Corollary 2.3, the hypotheses of the theorem imply that rank(//) = rank(//"') and rank(G) = rank(CT'). Thus we have direct decompositions G = Gx ® G2 and d -dx® d2 where H ç Gx, H' ç dx, rank(C7,) = rank(tt) = rank(tf') = rank(GJ) and rank(G2) = rank((j2). In particular, G2 = d2. Moreover, by Proposition 2.1, we also have direct decompositions G, = (xx)®---® (xm) and dx = (x'x) ® ■ ■ ■ ©(x'm) where H = (nxxx) © • • • © (nmxm) and H' ~ (n'xx'x) © ■ ■ • © (n'mx'm). Since Gx/H and dx/H' are just the maximal torsion subgroups of the isomorphic groups G/H and d¡H', respectively, we may assume that ». = n\ for all /. Therefore the desired isomorphism n: G -* d is obtained by setting n(xi) = x(' and taking n\G2 to be an arbitrary isomorphism of G2 onto d2.
In the case when H is not finitely generated, there is surprisingly an even stronger version of Theorem 1.1. In fact, in this case, we shall show that the isomorphism n: G -► d can be chosen to induce any given isomorphism 4>: G/H -» d/H' in the sense that <f>(x + H) = n(x) + H' for all x G G.
Clearly n(H) = H' if n induces the isomorphism <p. No such strengthening is available when H has finite rank since, when p is a prime, Z/pZ has p -1 automorphisms and Z has only two automorphisms. The proof of the existence of the desired t and N' reduces to the consideration of two mutually exclusive cases.
Case I. x G M + H. Since M © (x) = M © (x -z) for any z G M, we may assume without loss of generality that x g H. Our plan of attack in this case is to show that there will exist an x G H' such that N1 = M' ® (x) is a direct summand of d . Once such an x is found, we will take x : N -► 7Y' to be that unique extension of n with t(x) = x . Since <j>(x + H) = 0 + //' = x' + H' = t(x) + H1, condition (3) will continue to hold for r. Clearly (2) will also remain intact for N and N' since both H and H' have infinite rank. Next note that, since x G H and x G H', (*) and its analogue in d imply If m = 1, then w + h'0 will be our desired x . Assuming that m / 1, we now introduce the finite set P consisting of all primes p such that p < t and H'n(M' + pd)\ Since 4>(x + H) -w + H', observe that (*) combined with (3) and (4) yields the following sufficient condition for membership in P :
(**) If p < t and w gH' + M' + pd , then p G P.
In particular, since m \ t, any prime factor of m will be in P . Now choose, for each p G P , an element h'p g H' \ (M' + pd) and let h\ -J2p€p npn'p (1), (2) and (3) is an isomorphism, the equivalence of these conditions is obvious.
Although it is evident Lemma 2.5 suffices to prove Theorem 2.4 in the special case where G and d are countable, some further care must be exercised with the infinite combinatorics in order to handle arbitrary infinite rank free groups. We shall also find it convenient first to prove the theorem with the further hypothesis that rank(//) = rank(G), and then explain how the case rank(//) < rank(C7) can be reduced easily to the former situation.
We continue to assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 hold, and we make the further assumption that ranV. (vi) If a < X < m , then nx is an extension of na .
(vii) For all primes p and all X < m ,
Indeed, once the existence of the Ix 's and nx 's is established, n = sup/l<m nx will obviously be an isomorphism of G onto d that induces cf>. Turning now to the construction of the Ix 's and nx 's, we suppose that ß < m and that for all X < ß we have Ix and nx satisfying conditions (i)-(vii). Notice that if we set 70 = 0, then G(I0) = 0 = d(I0) and that all the conditions (i)-(vii) are either vacuous or trivial, so we take I0 = 0. If ß is a limit ordinal, we comply with (ii) by taking Iß = \Ja<ß Ja and also satisfy (v) and (vi) by letting Tip = supa<g nn . Since (iv) is irrelevant in this case and since (vii) involves an inductive condition (that is, a condition preserved by ascending unions), it is clear that this choice of /" and n" satisfies (i)-(vii). The construction where ß = a+ 1 is, of course, more difficult and relies heavily on Lemma 2.5. Assume then that ß = a + 1 , and let M0 = G(Ia) and M^ = d(Ia). The significance of the condition (vii) is that it implies that H' H'n(M'0 + pd) Notice also that, since rank(H) = rank(//') = m, condition (iii) insures us that rank(Af0) < rank(//) and rank(Afp) < rank(//'). Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied, and therefore there is an isomorphism t, : Mx -> M[ extending x0 -nn and inducing cp on A/, where M, and A/, are direct summands of G and d, respectively, such that xa G Mx , xn e Mx and both MX/MQ and M'x/Mq are finitely generated. But, of course, there is no reason to expect either M, or M\ to be of the form G(I) or d(I).
On the other hand, we can certainly pick a finite subset {Xx , ... ,X } of m such that dim H Hn(M0 + pG)_ = dim
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Unfortunately, we cannot simply take Ia+X = I and na+x = supn<û)Tn because condition (vii) may fail to be preserved in the above construction of the xn 's. In fact, Lemma 2.5 cannot be strengthened directly in such a fashion that (vii) will continue to hold for the extensions xn . Nevertheless, it is possible to modify the construction of the xn 's in such a fashion that (vii) will be recaptured when we take their supremum. Indeed, for any n <ca and any prime p , there will be finite subsets S and S' of H and H', respectively, such that
Now fix an enumeration px ,p2, ... ,pn, ... of the set of all rational primes. We then need only modify the construction of r ,, : M _,_. -► M', so that
Mn+X and M'n+X also contain, respectively, the finite sets U"<" (Sx ö---öSn ) and \Jp<Pn(S'i pu 'u^« p) • With this reformulation of the construction of the xn 's, we can now take na+x = snon<(úxn and In+X = I with all the conditions (i)-(vii) being satisfied for X < a+1. This completes the inductive construction of the Ix 's and nx 's, and thus we have proved Theorem 2.4 under the restriction that rank(H) = rank(tT).
It remains to prove the theorem in the case where K0 < rank(//) < rank(G) = m. By Corollary 2.3, we still have rank(//') = rank(//) < rank(G) = rank(G'). and rc = ft, © 7r2 is the desired isomorphism from G to d inducing 4>.
The stacked bases theorem
The following theorem was conjectured by Kaplansky [6] and first proved by J. Cohen and H. Gluck.
Theorem 3.1 [2] . If H is a subgroup of the free group G such that G/H is a direct sum of cyclic groups, then there is a basis {x,};€/ for G and a corresponding family {«,}I€/ of nonnegative integers such that {n¡xj}ie¡ is a basis for H.
When the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds, we say that the basis {x¡}¡eI of G is "stacked" over the basis {",-*,}i6/ of H. Of course, in the special case where G/H is finite, this is just the classical Proposition 2.1 above. But, as noted in [2] , there is no uniqueness in the choice of the ni 's when G has infinite rank. Our plan of attack is to derive Theorem 3.1 from Theorem 1.1 by first establishing an appropriate existence theorem. Indeed we need only show that we can construct a free group d with basis {x('} "stacked" over a basis of a subgroup H' where d/H' = G/H and dim(^$£) = dim(^^) for all primes p . Then Theorem 1.1 guarantees the existence of an isomorphism n: d -► G such that n(H') -H, and if x( = n(x'¡), the basis {x¿}¡€1 of G will be "stacked" over a basis of H. Observe that there is no loss of generality in assuming, as we do, that A = G/H is torsion and that \A\ = \G\. Hence Theorem 3.1 is a corollary of the following existence theorem. (1) is an immediate consequence of our earlier formula rank(G) = dim(tf^G) + dim(A/pA) ; and, of course, (2) now follows from Proposition 2.2.
Conversely, assume that ô is a cardinal valued function defined on the set P of rational primes satisfying (1) and (2) where \A\ = m > N0 and A is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups. Viewing m as an ordinal, we set G = ®x<m(xx) where 0(xx) = oo for each X. Let P(m) denote the set of all subsets of m . We now wish to observe that the existence of the desired positive integers nx will follow once we show that there is a function <f>:P -► P(m) satisfying the conditions: In constructing cf>: P -► P(m) satisfying the above conditions, it is helpful to make the following trivial observation: If P is partitioned into disjoint subsets Sx and S2 and if we have functions <p¡-S¡ -► P(m) (j =1, 2) such that each <f>. satisfies the requisite conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) for all p G S , then the piecewise extension to P of ^ and </>2 will yield a function with all the desired properties. In particular, it suffices to define </> separately on the subsets S, = {p G P: S(p) < m) and S2 = {pG P: ô(p) = m} .
If 5, / 0, then we have a sequence (possibly finite) of cardinals m0, mx , ... ,mk , ... strictly smaller than m and a corresponding partition PQ, Px, ... ,Pk , ... of 5, where Pk = {p G P: 6(p) = mk} is not empty. By condition (2), each Pk is finite. Following the customary convention, we view each mk as the smallest initial segment of m having cardinality mk . We now define cj> on Sx by setting </>(p) = {X < m: X > mk) when p G Pk . Clearly (i) and (ii) are satisfied for all p G Sx since (1) implies \cj)(p)\ = m whenever â(p) < m and, of course, \m \ <j>(p)\ = \{X < m: X < mk}\ = mk -5(p) if p G Pk. With regard to (iii), certainly {p G Sx : X G 4>(p)} is finite if Sx is finite; while if Sx is infinite, then {p g Sx : X G <t>(p)} = U{^\: ^ -mk} re" mains finite since the supremum of infinitely many mk 's must equal m . The definition of <f> on S2 is even more straightforward. Since m is infinite and S2 is at most countable, we can partition m into pairwise disjoint subsets / , p G S2 U {0}, where |/0| = m and \Ip\ = dim(A[p]) for p g S2. We then define cf)(p) -I for all p G S2. Condition (i) is immediate for p GS2 by the choice of I and (ii) holds since \m\<f>(p)\ -\m\I \ = m -ô(p) for p g S2 . Also, (iii) is trivial since {p G S2: X G 4>(p)} consists at most of a single prime. Thus, <f) is satisfactorily defined and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. Remark 3.3. If we first avail ourselves of some routine infinite combinatorics, the proof of the stacked bases theorem can be derived from the special case of Theorem 1.1 where rank(G) = N0 .
The general existence theorem
In this section, A will denote an arbitrary infinite abelian group with maximal torsion subgroup At. Once again we consider free resolutions 
dim(^).dim(^)+rank("2,
Proof. Write A = B © F where F is free and B is as in our definition of mA above. Since G/H = B®F , we have a direct decomposition G = G0®F' where H ç G0 , F' = F and G0/H = B. If B is finite, then a routine argument yields a decomposition G0 = dx® H2 where dx has finite rank and H2 ç H. But then an application of Proposition 2.1 shows that we may assume that both dx and Hx = dx n H have rank mA . Thus, in this case, we need only take G, = dx® F' in order to obtain the desired decompositions. Suppose that B is infinite and hence, since GJH = B, that rank(G0) > \B\. If we were to have rank(//) < |2?|, then there would exist a direct decomposition B = Bx ®FX with Fx free and \BX\ < \B\. This, however, would contradict the choice of B and therefore we conclude that rank(/7) > \B\. If rank(//") = \B\ = mA , then we may take H2 -0. Consequently, we may further assume that rank(//) > \B\. Then, by Corollary 1.3, we have a direct decomposition G0 = d'x © H2 with rank(GJ') = \B\, H2 ç H and rank(//2) > \B\. Thus if G, = d'x ® F' and Hx = H n d'x , then we once again have the desired direct decompositions. The final assertion of the proposition follows from the obvious isomorphism (£±ß£) = (iL^) © (H2/pH2) and the fact that rank(//2) = dim(H2/pH2). Because of the reduction effected by Proposition 4.1, we need only characterize the permissible values of S(p) = dim(//^G) for free resolutions (1) subject to the further restriction that rank(//) = mA . The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of the following theorem. In all subsequence discussion in this section, m denotes the cardinality of the infinite group A and mA = m . We shall require some preliminary observations before we can complete the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us consider a well-ordered set {*Q}a<m of generators of A and take G to be the abelian group freely generated by the corresponding set of elements {ga}a<m ■ Then let H = Kerô where 6: G -► A is the unique homomorphism determined by the requirement that 6(ga) = xa for all a < m. For each a, we take Ca to be the subgroup of A generated by all xß with ß < a and set Go = ®ß<a{gß) ■ The following elementary result is crucial to our proof of Theorem 4.2. Proof. If V^1\ / V^p), then there must exist an integer t, not divisible by p , such that tga G Ga + pG + H. Clearly we may take t = 1 and therefore it follows, by applying 6, that xa G Ca + pA . Conversely, if xaGCa + pA, then g G G + pG + H and hence V{p_\ ± V{p).
In order to exploit Lemma 4.3 in the construction of free resolutions of A , we shall also require the following technical lemma. Lemma 4.4. Suppose C is a subgroup of A generated by fewer than m elements and let S be a finite set of primes such that dim(Al/pA¡) -m for all p G S. Then to each a G A there corresponds an x G A such that a G (C ,x), x $. C + pA for all p G S and x G C + pA whenever p is a prime with p $ S but a G pA.
Proof. Let S -{px , ... ,pk}. Proceeding by induction, let us suppose that there is an element y € A such that y <£ C + ptA for i < k-1 and a-ty G C where t is a positive integer each prime factor of which occurs among the pt 's with i < k -I. We shall show that there is an x £ C + pkA such that y -pkx G C for some nonnegative integer n. This is obvious if there is a nonnegative n such that y G C + pkA and y ^ C + pk+ A . Thus we may assume that y G C + pkA for all I < w . Since C is generated by fewer than m elements and dim(AJpkAt) = m, it is clear that there is a w £ C + pkA having finite order pk . Now write y = c + pkz where c G C . If z £ C+pkA, then we may take x = z ; while if z gC + pkA, then x -z + w will have the desired property. Since a -pktx G C, it is easily checked that x has all the desired properties.
We are now in position to complete the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us assume then that we have a function ó satisfying (i) and (ii) of that theorem. Let S = {p G P: ô(p) < m} and observe that (i) implies that S is contained in T(A) = {p G P: dim(At/pAt) = m}. Thus if T(A) = 0, then any free resolution (1) of A with rank(//) = m will serve our purpose. Surprisingly the special case where T(A) consists of but a single prime requires ad hoc treatment, and so we shall first establish the existence of the desired resolution (1) corresponding to ô under the hypothesis that T(A) contains at least two distinct primes. We begin by fixing a well-ordering {aa}a<m of the elements of A . Our proof of the existence of the desired free resolution of A will be based on the simultaneous inductive construction of a family Ba of subsets of A and a family of functions ô : P -» m satisfying the following conditions:
(a) BQ = 0 and <5( \p) = 0 for all primes p . Of course, some further conditions must be specified governing the transition from Ba to Ba+X . Towards this end, suppose that Ba and Ö have been constructed. We associate with S -{p e P: ô(p) < m} a sequence (possibly finite or even empty) of cardinals m0,mx , ... ,mk , ... strictly smaller than m and a corresponding partition P0,PX, ... ,Pk , ... of S where Pk = {p G P: S(p) = mk} is not empty. The Pk 's are finite by (ii), and with each a < m we let Sa -\J{Pk: mk <a}. Notice that each Sa is also finite since when S is infinite, (ii) ensures that the supremum of any infinite number of the mk 's will equal m. Next let Ta = {p G Sa: S{a\p) = S(p)}. We now rely on Lemma 4.4 to describe the construction of B x and ¿(o+l) by imposing the following further condition: (e) Let B ,. = B U {x } where x is chosen so that a G (C ,x ), x é.
Ca + pA for all peí and xa GCa + pA whenever p £ Ta and an G pA .
Then define r5("+l)(/?) for all primes p by
There are now three crucial things to observe about the functions ¿(a). First, since in Lemma 4.3 dim V(p) = IL VÍP) when a is a limit and a ^ p<a p dim(V^\/V^p)) < 1, conditions (a)-(e) insure that each V{ap) has a basis indexed by the ordinal ô{a)(p), provided we take the xa 's as our set of generators of A . Since furthermore, S±jf-= lJQ<m V{p), this means that dim(^^) must equal |supa<mrra)(/>)| for each prime p. Secondly, since ô{a\p) < a < ô(p) if p G S\Sa , conditions (a)-(e) imply that S{a)(p) < S(p) for all p G S. Thirdly, and this is where the assumption that \T(A)\ > 2 is crucial, if p is a prime such that ô{a\p) < ô(p) for all a < m, then supQ<mr5(a)(p) = m.
The point here is that there will be a prime g G T(A) distinct from p and consequently there must be m choices of a such that a has order a positive power of g. For any such a, aa G pA and, since p f. Ta (1) arises from the xa 's (as in the discussion preceding Lemma 4.3), then we have the desired property that dim(ff+gG) -ô(p) for all primes p . Finally, we must deal with the special situation where T(A) = {p}. In this case, it suffices to find a resolution (1) with rank(7/) = m and with dim(^^) = ô(p) for any given value 0 < ô(p) < m. But ô(p) = 0 can be handled by a simplified version of the foregoing argument by selecting the xa 's so that xa $l Ca + pA for all a. Then any other value of ô(p) can be attained by adjoining a superfluous free direct summand of that rank. In greater detail, first choose a free resolution 0-> Hx -> G, -* A ->0 where rank(Hx) = rank(Gt) = m and dim(^±^-) = 0; and take G = GX®G2 and // = //,© G2 where rank(G2) = S(p).
Further applications
In this final section, we consider the extent to which direct decompositions of the abelian group A can be lifted to decompositions, or splittings, of a given free resolution of A. To fix notation and terminology, let A = ©,€/ Ai and consider a free resolution (1) O^H-^G-^A^O.
We say that ( 1 ) splits over the At 's if there exists a direct decomposition G = 0;e/G. such that, for each /, Ai = 6(Gj). Observe that this implies that H = 0,6/(// n G¡). Erdös [3] proved that if A = 0J€/ A¡ is torsion free, then each free resolution (1) of A splits over the A¡ 's. This, of course, also follows from Corollary 1.4. On the other hand, when torsion is involved, the situation is radically different. Indeed the free resolution, (2) 0 -r pgZ -Z -► Z/pgZ -0, where p and g are distinct primes, cannot split over the direct decompositon Z/pgZ = Z/pZ © Z/gZ. It might be objected that the failure of splitting in (2) depends on the special fact that G = Z has finite rank. But it is easy to construct examples where splitting fails and the free group G has infinite rank. For example, let A = Ax® A2 where Ax is a direct sum of countably many cyclic groups of fixed prime order p and A2 = Z(p°°). Then, by Theorem 4.2, A has a free resolution (1) where rank(G) = N0 and dim(^^) = 0. Such a free resolution cannot split over Ax and A2 because, for any free resolution 0 -» H2 -G2 -A2 -0 of A2 = Z(p°°), dim(fi^a) will be infinite.
There is a common thread involved in the two examples considered above. To see this, associate with each abelian group A the set of primes T(A) = {p G P: dim(At/pAt) = mA}. Whenever p G T(A), Theorem 4.2 yields a free resolution (1) with dim(//^G) = 0. But if p $ T(A¡) for some i, then no such resolution can exist for Ai. Thus, given a direct decomposition A = 0,€/ Ai, a necessary condition for every free resolution of A to split over the Ai 's is that T(A) ç T(A¡) for all i G I. That this condition is also sufficient is the content of the next theorem. Proof. We begin our proof by demonstrating that mA = £/6/ mA , which requires the hypothesis T(A) ç T(A¡) only in case mA is finite. For each i G I, let Ai -Bi®Fi when Ff is free and either Bi is finite or else mA = \Bt\ is infinite. First assume that mA is finite and note, in this case, that mAmax pdim A[p]. In fact, mA = dim A[g] where g is any prime that divides each 0(b¡) in our definition of mA. But then the condition T(A) C T(A¡) insures that mA = dimA^g] for each i. Therefore mA -J2j€¡mA follows from the fact that A[g] = 0/e/ A¡[g]. Now suppose that mA = \B\ is infinite where A/B is free. Since BJB n Bi = (B¡ + B)/B is free, we may assume without loss of generality that Bi■ -B n Bi. Thus B' = 0¡e/ B¡ is contained in B and mA = \B'\ since clearly A/B' is also free. Finally, since either some Bi is infinite or else all the B¡ 's are finite with infinitely many nonzero, it is easily verified that \B'\ = z3,e/ mA • An immediate application of Proposition 4.1 allows us to restrict ourselves to free resolutions (1) with rank(//) = mA. Since free summands of A are irrelevant to the problem at hand, we may further assume that mA ^ 0 for all i G I. Consequently, |/| < mA follows from the observation that mA = J2i€imA ■ m outline, the proof of the theorem is quite simple. Let ö(p) = dim(H + pG/pG) for each prime p. We shall show that, for each i, there is a free resolution 0 -► Hi, -* G( -> A¡ -> 0 where the cardinal numbers ô(i\p) = timiH^pGJpG,) have the property that £,e/ ô{,)(p) = ô(p) for all primes p. Then an application of Theorem 1.1 will show that the resolution (1) is equivalent to the free resolution 0 ~* ®ie,H¡ -> @i€,Gi -> A -> 0 and hence the theorem will follow. We shall, however, need to consider three separate cases depending on whether the set T -{p G P: ô(p) < mA} is finite or infinite, and on whether \I\ < mA or \I\ -mA. In each case, we shall define the cardinal valued function <5(,) directly without reference to any free resolution of Ar The desired resolutions of the A¡ 's will then be obtained by invoking Theorem 4.2. In all three cases, we shall take ô{'\p) = mA whenever p £ T. Thus for p ^ T, S(p) = J2ieIS (p) will be a consequence of the fact that mA -X);€/ rnA ; recall, by Theorem 4.2(i), that S(p) -mA if P t T. follows that mA -ol''\p) + dim((Aj)t/p(A¡)t) for all primes p and all iGl.
It remains now to show, for each i, that sup €SÔ (p) = mA whenever S is an infinite set of primes. Recalling that S (p) = mA for p £ T, we see that the desired conclusion is trivially satisfied whenever 5 intersects the complement of 7/ in P. Since that certainly happens if T is finite, we may assume henceforth that T is infinite and that S ç T. Observe then that Proof. Under these hypotheses, mA = N0 and T(A¿) = P for all /. The stacked bases theorem can be interpreted as a theorem about free resolutions splitting over direct sums of cyclic groups. Indeed it is equivalent to the following: if 0 -* H -»G-* A -* 0 is a free resolution of a direct sum A of cyclic groups, then there exists a direct decomposition of A into cyclic groups over which this resolution splits. Therefore, our next theorem can be viewed as a refined extension of the stacked bases theorem. Proof. If m = N0, the lemma is trivial since we can then take C = A . Therefore we may assume that m is uncountable. Notice also that it suffices to prove the lemma in the special case where |/| < m . Then, since there is nothing to prove if the set S = {p G P: dim(AJpAt) = m} is empty, we may assume that S ^0. The proof will be by induction on the cardinality of / . We find it convenient to introduce certain special notation that will remain in effect throughout the proof. But recalling that m is uncountable, we see that there is a strictly increasing sequence m0 < mx < m2< < mn< ■■■ of uncountable regular cardinals with m = supn<)jJ mn. We also list the elements of S \ S* as a finite or infinite sequence p0, px , ... , pk. The proof, in this case, is based on the following fact, which derives from the theory of basic subgroups [5] : If dimT (B) > k where k is an infinite cardinal with cof(?c) t¿ co, then B = C ®B' where C is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups with dim(C/pC) = k. Indeed if dimT (B) > k for all p in some finite collection of primes, then we can choose C so that dim(C/pC) = k for all p in that finite collection.
Recalling that, for p g S\S*, TJA) istheunionofthesubspaces Yp(A(Jn)), each of dimension < m, we see that there is a subsequence f0,J[, ■■■ ,J'", ■■■ of the 7n's such that dimT (A(j'Q)) > m0 for p = pQ and, for n > 1, dimT p(A(fn \ fn_x)) > mn for all p = pk with k < n. Now let S'n = {p G S*: dimrp(A(j'n)) = m}, B0 = A(f0) and, for n > 1, Bn = A(fn \j'"_l). Applying both the induction hypothesis and the observation of the preceding paragraph, we obtain direct decompositions Bn = Cn® B'n where, for each n <w , C" is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups such that with dim(C7/>C*) = m for all p G S*. If S = S*, then C = C* is the desired direct summand of A . Thus we may assume that S ^ S*. Then for any p G S \ S*, the w-dimensional vector space r (A) is the union of the subspaces T (A(JX)), X < p, where each of these subspaces has dimension strictly smaller than m . We shall find it convenient to consider two subcases. First, suppose that p < m . Clearly, in this subcase, m isa singular cardinal and, furthermore, there is a family {mx}x of uncountable regular cardinals such that mx < m for all X and m = sup/l< mx. Under these circumstances, the index set / will be the union of a continuous chain {Ix}x<" of subsets where I0 = I*, each Ix is equal to some appropriate one of the original Jx 's, and Bx = A(IX+X \IX) will contain a direct summand Cx which is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups with dim(Cx/pCx) -mx for all p G S \ S*. First, we can certainly choose such Ix's so that dimYp(Bx) > mx for all p G S \S*. Then, from an earlier observation, this at least guarantees the existence of such a summand Cx with dim(Cx/pCx) = mx for any given finite collection of p 's in S\S*. But since 5,\5'* is at most countable and p > w , a further enlargement of the Ix 's will yield Cx 's with the requisite property for all p G S\S*. Then C = C* ® (0A<" Cx) wil be the desired direct summand of A .
Finally, suppose that p = m . (Recall that the possibility p > m is excluded by the fact that p = cof(|/|) < |/| < m .) This subcase is similar to but simpler than the preceding one. In fact, it suffices this time to choose the Ix 's so that Bx = A(IX+X \ Ix) contains a direct summand Cx which is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups with dim(Cx/pCx) = 1 for all p G S \S*. This is clearly possible and, since p = m, C = C* ® (0A</4 Cx) will once again be the desired direct summand of A.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.4 and continue to employ the special notation used in the proof of Lemma 5.5. For m -N0 , the theorem is equivalent to the stacked bases theorem. Thus we assume that m is uncountable. Notice that the theorem is trivial if / is finite or if mA < m, and thus we assume that / is infinite and mA> m . But then, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, mA = Y¿i€imA where rnA < m for all /'. Since, however, any Ai with mA = 0 can be neglected, we conclude that mA = max{m, \I\}. Next we reduce to the case where \I\ < m.
Suppose that mA = \I\ > m . Notice that we may assume that T(A) = {p G P: dimT (A) = mA} is nonempty, since otherwise the conclusion of Theorem 5.4 follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. Because T JA) = 0,e/r (A¡) with dimTJA¡) < m for all i, we must have |{/ e /: r (A¡) ^ 0}\ = mA whenever p gT(A) . We now claim that / can be partitioned into a family of Lest we leave the reader with the general impression that free resolutions always decompose in some desirable fashion, we close with the following result. Theorem 5.6. There exists a simply presented group A and a free resolution (1) of A which fails to split over any direct decomposition of A into rank one subgroups.
Proof. We require some preliminary notation. If p is a prime and k is a positive integer, then Z(p ) denotes a cyclic group of order p . If x is an element of the abelian group A , then ||jc|| will denote the height matrix of x. Thus ||x|| is a doubly infinite matrix indexed by P x w with the (p , i) entry equal to the ^-height in A of p'x. For each prime p, we take A to be that abelian group with presentation in terms of generators {x¡p^}¡<w subject only to the relations p l+xx¡ = p x¡px for all i < w . Then the maximal torsion Then A = 0 p A is a simply presented group and Theorem 4.2 implies that there is a free resolution (1) of A such that ö(p) = dim(tf^G) is finite for every prime p. We claim that this resolution fails to split over every direct decomposition of A into rank one summands. Indeed suppose A = 0/<U) Bi where each Bi is a subgroup of torsion free rank one. We shall show that each T(B¡) consists of but a single prime and consequently (1) cannot split over the B¡ 's. In fact we shall demonstrate that the maximal torsion subgroup of each Bi has exactly one infinite primary component. The crucial observation is that the analysis in [1] of the behavior of the Warfield invariants of A relative to a decomposition of A into rank one summands implies that to each / < w there corresponds exactly one prime p¡ such that Bi contains an element y( with the Pj-row of \\yt\\ a sequence of successive even integers. In view of the structure of At and the implication the foregoing observation has for the Ulm invariants of 5; (see Lemma 22 in [6] ), we conclude that B¡ contains all but a bounded part of the p(-primary component of At. Since the pi 's necessarily exhaust P, the Bi 's have the property claimed above, namely, T(B¡) = {p(} .
